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  Magical Amethyst

  Magical Anouk

  Magical Aquarelle

•  Magical - Hydrangeas are the most  
popular Hydrangeas in the world for 
use as cut flowers

•  The brilliant flowers are known for 
their excellent vase-life

•  The shape of the flowers is compact 
and hard

  Magical Black Pearl

Black Stems
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•  All ‘Magical’ Hydrangea flowers can 
be harvested in different stages.

•  As fresh flowers or as more matured 
‘Classic’ flowers

•  Classic flowers are well-known for 
their very long vase life, they can last 
for half a year

  Magical Blossom

  Magical Bluebells

  Magical Candy Rock
  Magical Cerise

  Magical Bride
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  Magical Cleopatra

  Magical Daydream

  Magical Colourdream

  Magical Crimson

  Magical Coral
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  Magical Flamenco

  Magical Emerald

 Magical Green Cloud

  Magical Diamond

  Magical Explosion
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•  We wish you to 
have ‘Magical’ 
times with the 
‘Magical’ flowers

 Magical Green Waves

 Magical Greenfire

  Magical Noblesse

  Magical Marble
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  Magical Ouverture

  Magical Ornament

  Magical Pearl

  Magical Pacific

  Magical Opal
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  Magical Revolution

  Magical Pink Ruby

  Magical Revolution XXL

Magical Red Harlequin

  Magical Rhapsody
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Colours and emotions!

   Magical Snowbells

  Magical Snowdome

  Magical Serenade

Magical Rubyred
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  Magical Sunshine

  Magical Wings

  Magical Triumph

Colours and emotions!

  Magical Summergreen
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  pan. Magical Candle*    pan. Magical 
Kilimanjaro

   pan. Magical  
Mont Blanc

  pan. Magical Summer

Paniculata varieties
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TIPS FOR USE:

Florist:
Put the flowers in sufficient water, always add 
cut-flower food: This will increase the vase life of 
fresh flowers.

Prefered cooling +7 degrees Celcius.

Remove a small piece from the bottom of the 
stem for better absorption of water.

TIPS FOR USE:

Consumer:
Remove a small piece from the bottom of the stem for better absorption of water.  
Put the flowers in a clean vase with sufficient water.
Add cutflowers food to the fresh flowers, it extends the vase-life.
Do not place your fresh flowers in full sun. 
Do not refill water in a vase with the ‘Classic’ flowers; they will slowly turn to an 
excellent dry stage and last for a long time, it makes them worth every penny!
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In Holland, cutting Hydrangeas are  

mostly cultivated in greenhouses under  

controlled conditions. These flowers are extremely 

popular. The ‘Magical’ Hydrangea varieties are  

not only selected for their stunning range of colours 

but when conditions are ideal they take on the most 

wonderful ‘Classic’ colours. The ‘Classic’ coloured flowers 

have an exceptionally long vase-life. 

For successful cultivation you require the  

right advice and should follow the professional 

instructions as to which kind of Hydrangea is most 

suitable for your growing conditions. Some  

varieties are also suitable for outdoor cultivation in 

Europe. However, if you want ‘Classic’ flowers  

you definitely require a dry climate.
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Variety Specification Usable as potplant

Hydrangea as pot- or gardenplants

Magical Amethyst This very special variety has green flowers with purple-pink white 
till soft blue spots. Classic: deep green.

Yes, very special

Magical Anouk Very big improvement of Snowball, hard flowers that first turn to 
green and after that easily to green with soft red.

Yes, much better then Snowball.

Magical Aquarelle Very special one, most attractive if made blue. Flowers white with a 
blue edge, Classic first turning to blue!!!!!

Probably to long and irregular.

Magical Black Pearl **** Like Magical Pearl, but with black stems. Yes, very special, the only short and 
compact black steal Hydrangea.

Magical Blossom Very soft pink flowers, turning to green with soft  red edges. Hard, 
long lasting flowers.

Probably to vigorous.

Magical Bluebells Deep blue flowers if treated Yes, only if made blue

Magical Bride Pure white flowers, turning to mint green. Good white selection with strong 
flowers. 

Magical Candy Rock Very hard pink/blue flowers Yes, special, very hard flowers

Magical Cerise Cherry red coloured flowers turning to red/green. Yes compact and beautiful. 

Magical Cleopatra Hard white flowers with a very tender red edge. Yes   

Magical Colourdream Very nice multicoloured flowers turning to multicoloured Green. Yes, very special  

Magical Coral **** Beautiful selection with deep pink or blue flowers with a touch of 
green, classic turning to green with pink and white.

Yes very special

Magical Cosmos Like Magical Opal, but with black stems. ???,  long black stems, hard flowers.

Magical Crimson Deep red with green flowers, turning to green with red. yes

Magical Crystall Pink or blue, turning to clear green, later to green with a pink edge. Yes, successful

Magical Daydream**** Hard pink flowers mixed with green, turning to green and to red 
finally.

Yes very special

Magical Diamond Special pink or blue, rather big but not to big, classic: from green 
turning to green with a red edge, good improvement of Bodensee.

Not so interesting

Magical Emerald White with pink heart, very easy turning to green even when 
fresh, classic: turning from green to green with a dark red edge, 
sometimes pink with a red edge.

To sell with full grown  flowers: yes, 
otherwise no

Magical Explosion White flowers with a red edge, turning to green and red. beautiful dark foliage, but somewhat 
vigorous

Magical Flamenco Beautifull picoté var, flowers white with a red edge, turning to 
green with red.

beautiful dark leaves, but somewhat  
vigorous.

Magical Garnet (IP) Pinkish-red, quickly turning to hard green with a beautiful red edge. Yes, many nice hard compact flowers, 
good branching.

Magical Green Cloud**** Green flowers, turning to green again and finally to red. Yes very good

Magical Green Waves**** Flowers green with white, turning to green and finally red. Yes,very good 

Magical Greenfire Hard flowers in red and green, turning to leathery green. Yes, very good                        

Magical Harmony Green flowers, in fresh stage turning to soft pink, the classic flowers 
are soft green with deep green and pink spots.

Yes very special

Magical Jade Very special green fresh flowers, turning to soft green with deep red 
margins, finally to a very special red, when classic.

Yes, nice soft green turning to red.

Magical Marble Pink flowers with white heart Yes, very special two-coloured flowers

Magical Noblesse White flowers with big green edges, turning green in classic. Yes, very special

Magical Ocean Soft pink or blue, turning to deep green with red margins. It looks 
like Emerald, but in all stages with deeper colours.

Yes, good and nice var. Big flowers.

Magical Opal Pink or blue, classic: turning from green to all kinds of other colours, 
the flowers are in all stages very hard.

Yes, specially for gardens this one is 
marvellous.

Magical Ornament Multicoloured picoté turning to green with red. nice dark foliage, but somewhat 
vigorous.

Magical Ouverture Multicoloured flowers turning to deep green and red. Yes
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Variety Specification Usable as potplant

Magical Pacific Tender pink/blue flowers Very good
Magical Pearl**** Fresh flowers starting green, turning to pure white, classic from soft 

green to green.
Very good

Magical Pink ruby Red/pink flowers Very good

Magical Red Harlequin**** The red form of Harlekijn, the flowers are red with white edges, 
best is to harvest fresh.

No

Magical Revolution XXL**** Slightly bigger in all parts then revolution. Yes, perfect garden plant

Magical Revolution**** Small hard flowers (10 cm), many stems, pink turning soon to green 
with white, very good for mixed bouquets!!!!!!

Yes, very special, good garden plant, 
perfect potplant.

Magical Rhapsody **** Deep green flowers, turning to deep green again and finally turning 
to red.

Yes, very good

Magical Robin Special reddish-pink, turning to green and to a special kind of rust-
red.

Rather good

Magical Rubyred Fresh flowers deep red, turning to deep wine-red again in classic. Yes, unique colour.

Magical Sapphire Soft red, quickly turning to green with very dark red edges. Yes, but Magical Garnet is stronger in 
the roots and similar.

Magical Serenade Very special dark pink or blue flowers with a white edge, turning to 
green with red.

Yes

Magical Showtime  Beautiful variegated leaves, soft white/cream hard flowers. Yes but only indoors.
Magical Snowbells      Pure white, hard flowers, turning to green and finally to green with 

soft red edges in classic.
good white selection with strong 
flowers.

Magical Snowdome Pure white hard flowers, turning to green and finally to green with 
soft red.

as Snowbells, may be a little bit more 
vigorous.

Magical Summergreen Fresh green, almost like immediately classic, turning to deeper 
green. 

yes very good

Magical Sunfields Red with Green, mutation of Green Shadow (with the same Habits), 
turning to golden green.

difficult

Magical Sunshine Very good two coloured variety in blue or pink, getting good classic 
colours.

Yes!!

Magical Topaz Pink or beautiful blue, classic: deep green, turning to green with a 
dark pink edge.

yes, but not very special

Magical Traditions Brownish red flowers turning to brown. not very special
Magical Triumph Flowers red with deep green, turning to greenish red. Yes very good

Magical Wings White with green wings, turning to green. yes, looks very special, more sensitive to 
mildew However (no problem in cuts or 
pots in NL climate).

Paniculata types suitable for cuts:
Magical Candle Green flowers
Magical Himalaya White with green top
Magical Mont Blanc White very hard flowers
Magical Summer White flowers

Paniculata suitable for pot: All our varieties are suitable for pots, next 
to the above mentioned: Magical Fire, -Flame, -Himalya, -Moonlight, 
-Starlight, -Vesuvio.

****  Suitable for method 4. (cutting the flowers is the only pruning, 
harvesting trough all season)

Tropical Climates:
Ask our advise for tropical climates, groups are not important in this 
climates, in tropical circumstances you can only use varieties that are 
suitable.

All Magical-vars are protected, no propagation permitted without licence.
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Magical Black Opal*

Black Stems

Magical Crystal*

Magical Harmony*

Magical Jade*

Magical Robin*

Magical Sapphire*

Magical Topaz*

Magical Garnet IP*

OLDER VARIETIES
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Magical Snowdome*

Magical Greenfire

Specialist in shrubs for cutting and owner of the Magical and Fantasy varieties.
The complete assortment is collected in our brochure which you can order 

by telephone, facsimile or by e-mail.

Kolster B.V.

Kolster B.V.
Rijneveld 122a
2771 XR  Boskoop
The Netherlands

Phone 0031 172 217090
Fax 0031 172 218197

E-mail info@kolster.nl
Website www.kolster.nl

www.magicalworld.eu


